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Medea is the story of a mother who murders her children as an act of vengeance upon the husband 

who has abandoned her. But Euripides introduces this appalling tale subtly and indirectly. The first 

character to appear is the lowly Nurse; she is soon joined by another slave, the worldly-wise Tutor, 

and his charges, the two children who have been innocently racing with each other. In this way 

the dramatist shows us an apparently normal world. The Chorus of Corinthian women are entirely 

sympathetic to Medea, foreigner though she is, and even if her off-stage cries have made plain the 

menacing turmoil of her emotions, when she enters she appears reasonable in her arguments, justly 

resentful of the injury done her. While we are told of her previous violent deeds, there is not a hint 

of their full horror. This Medea is apparently no sorceress but recognisably a woman among 

women, and although the Nurse informs us of the animal violence she senses within her, an audience 

may well find itself sharing in the Chorus's sympathy. 

Yet as the play proceeds, the sympathetic woman is increasingly eclipsed. After the act of 

infanticide, the Chorus, who have instructed her and pleaded with her not to do this terrible thing, 

refer to her as a Fury. Jason calls her a lioness and the monster Scylla. In a play from which the 

gods are so conspicuously absent - even the primeval Sun fails to intervene to stop the  slaughter 

- Medea makes  her final appearance in  their element, aloft in a dragon-drawn chariot. She is no 

benevolent deity, however, but a chillingly dehumanized demon. The audience has been led from 

initial sympathy to horrified revulsion. 

A Feminist Message? 

This progress has often been traced. However, previous critics have perhaps not fully seen how it is 

reflected in the play's treatment of feminist issues. The exclusively or predominantly male Athenian 

audience may not have agreed with the views about the lot of women so cogently put forward not 

only in Medea's first great speech  but  throughout the opening scenes of the tragedy, but 

surely  they  would  have evoked  rational,  even sympathetic consideration. The hostile 

presentation of Jason for most of the play's length doubtless adds strength to Medea's case, and 

her manifest agony as she wavers over her decision to kill her children prolongs our sympathy for 

her to a very late stage of the action. After all, this is the play in which the Chorus is emboldened to 

suggest that there will be a revolution in the poets' treatment of woman: 'Honour,' they sing, 'is 

coming to the female sex.' (See the first inset.) Medea's transformation into an infanticidal demon, 

however, crushes this hope. The male dramatist's treatment of her development confirms men's 

most alarming phobias about women. And to this fearful portrait of Medea, Euripides adds another 

female stereotype in Jason's new bride, a besotted and vapid blonde. The dream of the fair 

treatment of women is blotted out. 

From all the corners  of the world they come 

Another development takes its cue from the play's  setting in Corinth. This city with its narrow 

isthmus and its two harbours, one facing towards the Adriatic sea, the other towards the Aegean, 

was a great mercantile centre. Thus it was a place for short-term residents, for birds of passage. 

'From all the corners of the world they come . .' tells us of the vast journey of the Argo which has 

ultimately led Medea and Jason from the ends of the earth to Iolkos, from where they have fled to 

Corinth. The play is alive with the idea of travel, .and it makes good geographical sense that Aegeus, 

the king of Athens, should be passing through the city on his way back from Delphi to the Saronic 

Gulf. Medea tells us of the problems of being a foreigner adrift in a Greek city - and it may be 



illuminating to think of another famous play that deals with the outsider against the backdrop of a 

great port, The Merchant  of Venice. In Medea, the nautical imagery so beloved of the tragic 

writers in a political context is used less mechanically and very conspicuously. The play's theme of 

travel emphasizes her apparently altogether vulnerable position as a resident alien without a male, 

let alone a citizen sponsor. Seen in this light she is supremely pitiable.  

After she has persuaded the journeying Aegeus to provide a place of refuge for her, the Chorus 

salute Hermes, the god of travel, and Medea gratefully exclaims that 'this man-on those very seas 

where we were foundering most - has appeared as a haven to save my plans. To him I shall fasten 

my stem cable ... ' At this pivotal moment of the tragedy the nautical imagery is suddenly halted. 

Medea has resolved upon her grisly plot, and now a new theme enters the play, that of hands: the 

word is used with an inescapable insistence. This will lend a ghastly intimacy to the rest of the 

tragedy. Earlier Medea has used her own, and her children's  hands exploitatively, to lay claim to 

the ties of friendship through supplication. Already she has amorally abused that key Greek 

concept. But now, possessed of an appalling certitude, she uses her hands to furnish the props for 

her own grisly play. She hands over to her children the fatal gifts which they proceed to hand to 

Glauce. With her own hands she murders her children, whose hands she has earlier kissed. And she 

will not allow Jason to touch their corpses with his hands though she will bury them with hers. 

Formerly adrift, she is now triumphantly in control, her hands in fact effectively managing her flying 

chariot. The play's focus has narrowed from the wide world of Medea's uncertainties which had 

centred on Corinth to the horrific actions of her hands. 

At the same time, the theme of travel has been renewed. The Messenger bids Medea to 'take flight, 

take flight, by land or sea. Use any means of transport you can find.' Medea is, of course, going to 

flee neither by land nor sea, but through the air, the element of the divine. As the tragedy opens 

out again from its intense concentration on Medea's hands, it defines her anew, no longer a woman 

but, as we have seen, a demon.  

And it is very much her play. Nevertheless, the other characters are vividly etched. The warmly 

emotional Nurse contrasts effectively with the cynical Tutor. Creon is a blustering bully whose 

weakness is ruthlessly exposed. The amiable, somewhat slow-witted Aegeus is given a sympathetic 

characterization. The Chorus is wonderfully alive and responsive in its maternal concern, and then 

slips into a bleak disillusion. Jason, an ineffably smug ladies' man complacent in his carapace of self-

deluding justification, is characterized with particular effectiveness. He is a 'has been' of a hero, his 

heroic action firmly relegated to the past. There is something mercantile about the way he 

achieved his fame. After all, it was a golden fleece that he won and he himself acknowledges that 

he has been trafficking in contraband love. For the Greeks the merchant was at the opposite pole 

from the hero. Yet he can talk what an Athenian audience would have seen as good sense, especially 

when he gets on to the superiority of Greek to barbarian civilization, and it is hard not to sympathize 

with his terrible suffering at the end of the play. Schooled by catastrophe, he wins his own tragic 

status.  

But, fine as these characterizations are, Medea looms over them all. We have seen the underlying 

shape of the play, defined as it is by the ways in which the initially sympathetic woman is 

transformed into a demon, the theme of women's liberation is halted by the confirmation of male 

stereotyping, and the woman adrift and apparently without any recourse seizes control of the action 

with terrifying results. As he directs the play's structure according to this template of denial, 

Euripides gives his protagonist a series of confrontations and great monologues and speeches 

(operatic arias, as it were) which are so vastly diverse in their emotional focus that some good 

scholars have felt that they appear incoherent in the mouth of a single character. If we trace the 



sequence of these magnificent speeches, we find her lucidly cogent championing of women's  

rights giving way to chillingly vengeful plotting and then to the violent indignation of her onslaught 

on Jason. Soon we see her as a more rational and controlled plotter, though her agony at her 

inhuman decision to kill her children now begins to find expression. Then her brilliant acting in her 

supposedly conciliatory speech to Jason is informed with deep pathos as this agony forces its way to 

the surface -the agony which is of course to have full expression in the heart-stopping vacillations 

and the final appallingly self aware resolution of her last great monologue. The emotional range 

of these speeches is certainly extraordinary, but their progress surely makes impressive 

psychological sense, and they are locked together into an entirely convincing whole by the fearful 

symmetry of the play's design.  

James Morwood is translating a number of Euripides' plays, including Medea, for the Oxford 

World's Classics  series. His Oxford dictionary of latin sayings and phrases will be published next 

Easter. 

 

 

 

 


